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Relativistic electron-positron pair plasmas and jets 
are believed to be abundant in many astrophysical 
objects and are invoked to explain energetic phenomena 
related to Gamma Ray Bursts, Active Galactic Nuclei, 
and Black Holes. Making a relativistic electron-positron 
(antimatter) plasma in the laboratory that is 
astrophysical-relevant has been challenging due to the 
difficulties associated with producing high density of the 
pairs, the short lifetime of positrons, and their highly 
relativistic energies. As a result, the experimental 
platforms capable of simulating astrophysical conditions 
have so far been absent. Our joint LLNL/ILE team 
performed the first electron-positron experiment on the 
LFEX laser in 2012 and 2014. The goal of these 
experiments was to make significant advances to achieve 
the goal of making a laboratory astrophysical relevant 
pair jets. If successful, this will have a great impact to 
both fundamental and applied high energy density 
physics. 

We obtained novel data [1-3] in 2012 on the pair 
plasma research using intense laser target interaction. 
Laser to electron energy transfer, inferred using x-ray 
and neutron measurements, was found to be consistent 
with the measured positrons. By observing electrons, 
positrons, x-rays, and photo-neutrons simultaneously, we 
investigated quantitatively the production processes of 
these high-energy particles and photons in the relativistic 
regime. From these measurements, we calculated the 
laser conversion to electrons and to positrons. We found 
that very high-energy electrons (Thot~10 MeV) were 
produced from the LFEX experiments, indicating a large 
fraction of the laser pulse interacted with the long scale 
length plasma at under-critical density formed by a 
pre-pulse or energy pedestal on the main pulse. These 
observations are consistent with photo-neutron 
measurements as well as particle-in-cell simulations 
using PICLS code. Substantial improvement has been 
made on LFEX laser since the first positron experiments 
in 2011 on the aspects of beam energy, focal quality and 
laser contrast. These upgrades make LFEX the primer 
facility to study the positron and pair plasmas using 
lasers.  

The second experiment was planned and carried out 
in November 2014 on LFEX, All diagnostics and targets 
were made ready as we scheduled, but the LFEX laser 

system experienced various hardware difficulties despite 
of the effort made by the laser staff. As a result, only a 
few shots were carried out as shown in Table 1.  

We plan to submit a proposal for LFEX time to 
continue this project in the future. LFEX is designed to 
deliver precision pulse train using its four beams. This is 
a very unique and valuable property. We plan to 
experiment with this capability. It has been shown that 
double short-pulse lasers could increase the laser 
absorption by nearly two folds [ex. Neely et al.] for 
proton generations and if this is proven applicable for 
high-energy electrons and positrons, we could double the 
yield at the same laser energy. 

  
Table 1: 2014 Shot summaries. 

Shot # Energy Pulse Note 
1 35, 38, 39, 41 2.1 – 2.4 No e- e+ signal 

2 80, 101, 93, 
109 

1.6 - 2 Weak e- signal  

3 112, 116, 
124, 122 

1 – 1.7 e- data but no e+ 

4 263, 314, 
290, 322 

1 - 2 e-, weak e+ data 
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